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GOAL : 
             

This book consists of rules and regulations governing the “Thermal Model Glider” competition with model gliders of 
projected wing span no larger than 2 meters. Competitions are run on individual and team basis simultaneously. 
After the ranking flights whose number will be determined based on the field and weather conditions, classification 
is determined in conclusion of fly-off flights. The main objective of 2 Meter Radio Controlled Model Glider 
Competition is, within scope of sportsmanship and friendship, practicing “Basic Modelling” in a festival environment. 
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1-GENERAL  PROVISIONS : 

 
a- Model  is a competitive class for radio-controlled gliders with a maximum of two (2) meter wingspan constructed predominantly of 

wood. Control is via elevator, rudder and spoiler. If used, spoiler(s) must beon the wing upper surface at least 5 cm ahead of the 
trailing edge.The spoiler(s) can be controlled with either one or two servos. 

 
b- Model aircraft which is not provided with a propulsion device and in which lift is generated by aerodynamic forces acting on 

surfaces remaining fixed in flight except control surfaces. The model glider must be controlled by the competitor on the ground 
using radio control. 

 
c- The competition takes official form if a minimum of three rounds are flown. Points earned are normalized to 1000 points. This score 

will be calculated as follows: 
 
 Competitor’s Corrected Score= Total score of the competitorx1000 
    The highest total score in the group 

       
d- The competitors flying in the competition will fly a minimum of 20 percent fly-off. This number can not be less than 5. 
 
e- Fly-off min 2 rounds. Organizer can increase if desired. 

 
f- Competitor can use as many models as he/she pleases during the competition. There is no restriction in the number of models, If a 

model is used in an attempt of flight, the same model cannot be used by a different competitor throughout the competition.In case 
of detection, two competitors are disqualified. 
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g- Depending on the conditions of the day of the competition, including the team manager, each competitor is alloed 3 (three) 

helpers. These are the helper, caller and the team manager. The bungee used by the helper should not interfere with other 
bungees. 

 
h- The organizer should have official scorekeeper / timekeeper available. If this is not the case, the pilot’s helper will keep time, The 

organizer keeps the duration of part of the random competitor. If there is a favorablecondition for the pilot, the flight will be zero. 
 
i- The use of electronic communication equipment by the competitor, team manager and helpers is prohibited within the flight 

area. In case of infringement, judges give 50 points penalty to the competitor in question. 
   
j- The landing points shall always taken by an official timekeeper.  

 
k- Before competition starts a jury of minimum 3 people is elected out of the people who are not judges or members of the organizing 

committee (Competitors can serve as jury members). If found necessary (Objections to table judges, exceptional cases included or 
otherwise in this rulebook etc.) jury can assemble and come to a decision. The decisions of the jury are final and cannot be non-
contestable. 

 

 
2-DEFINITION  OF  THE  MODEL  : 
 

2.1A model normally consists of wings, fuselage and tail.Each of these control surfaces must be actuated by only one servo. (Delta and 
flying wing type aircraft cannot enter this competition).The spoiler can be controlled with two servos if necessary. 

 
 Two or more spoilers can be used provided that all of the spoilers move simultaneously and the same amount in both directions 

(elevons/ailvators and spoilerons/roll spoilers are prohibited). 
 
 Minimum nose  radiusshould be 7.5 mm. 
 
 It is a conventional model as described herein  The model shall be fabricated primarily from wood. This means:  

              
a- For the wings, GRP/CFRP/Kevlar tubes or shapes may only be used for spars, wing leading edge and joiners. 
 
b- The tail boom for the tail unit may consist of a GRP/CFRP/Kevlar tube or shapes. The composite tube orshape may not extend 

forward of the middle of the root chord of the wing. 
 

c- The wood parts of the fuselage may be reinforced on their surface with GRP/CFRP/Kevlar. 
 
d- Control rods are exempted from CFK/GFK constraint. 

 

2.2.  The following are not allowed: 

a- An all-GRP/CFRP/Kevlar or other plastic fuselage or fuselage pod. 
 
b- GRP/CRP/Kevlar monocoque construction wing or tail leading edge, also no GRP/CRP/Kevlar D-Box. 
 
c- A stabilizer or wing made of GRP/CFRP/Kevlar foam planked or other plastic construction. 
 
d- The hook is max 5mm and the body is 15mm should hang. The hook can be adjusted but can not be controlled by the remote 

control. (Locked hook). 
 
e- All of the ballast weights must be within the model. (in body or wing) 
 
f- It is forbidden to attach ballast from the outside. 
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TEMPLATE FOR NOSE RADIUS AND TOWHOOK HIGH 

 
g- Except for the receiver battery voltage and signal strength no visual, audio or vibrational signal to transmit data (height, speed, 

temperature, vertical speed etc.) from the aircraft to ground is strictly prohibited. Flight data recorders can be utilized such that 
these data cannot be transmitted, studied and interpreted during the tasks. Upon ending of the task duration, there is no 
restriction for the utilization of recorded data. 

 If an infringement of this rule occurs, the pilot will be disqualified from the contest. 
   
h- Except from the transmitter of the competitor sending control signal to the control surfaces of the aircraft (gyro, autopilot, vertical 

speed, flight stabilization system etc.) is prohibited. 
 If an infringement of this rule occurs, the pilot will be disqualified from the contest.  

 

3-DEFINITION  OF  THE FLIGHT AREA  : 
 

a- The competition should be held in a place with flat land so as so to reduce to possibility  of slope flight  as much as possible. 
 

b- There should be landing areas no closer than 10 meters to each other.Landing areas are arranged according to the relevant wind 
and every competitor in the group should be assigned a specific landing area. Parallel to the landing points line and starting 16 
meters to the windward side and a minimum of 8 meters wide, there should be an area defined as “the safety corridor”. (See: 
Figure1).Bungee  must bestakes fastening 170 meters from the exit line(the safety corridor). 

c- Landing points should be at least 16 meters away from the safety corridor. 
 

d- The Landing Spots  shall always be clearly marked. 
 
e- The competition director will determine the corners of the field and   flags will be planted in the field   corners.. 

     Figure: 1       
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4-COMPETITION FLIGHTS  : 

 
a- A contest will be considered official if a minimum of three rounds have been flown. In the case of an official competition if 

because of environmental reasons more rounds or fly-off rounds could not be flown, general personal and team classifications will 
be determined in accordance with the scores of the last completed round. 

 
b- A competitor is allowed an unlimited number of   launching   for each round. 
c- Official attempt starts at the moment the model leave the hand of the competitor or the helper. 
d- Normal working time is nine minutes. 
e- Normal flight time is six  minutes. 
f- Flight begins when the parachute or the filament departs from the model.After the end of working time, there will be zero points 

on the landing. 
g-the case of several attempts, the result of the last flight is the official result. 
 
g- The Chief Judge (Contest Director) can terminate (interrupt) the competition in case of the wind speed exceeding 9 m/sec (32.4 

km/h) at an altitude of 2 meters. 
 

 
5- RE-FLIGHTS : 

 

5.1. The competitor is entitled to a Re-flightwhen: 
 

a- His model collides with another flying or  launching model, 
 
b- A towline (other than his own) was not removed or improperly positioned after launch and is blocking (covering) his own towline 

and if the round working time is below 6 minutes, 
 
c- His attempt was hindered or aborted by an unexpected event, not within his control.Crossed lines are not considered as reason for 

re-flight. 
 
d- To claim a re-flight considering the above mentioned conditions, the competitor has to make sure that the official timekeepers 

have noticed the hindering conditions within 60 seconds and land his model as soon as possible after this event. 
 In the case the competitor continues to launch or continues to fly after hindering   conditions affected his flight or does re-launch 

after clearing of the hindering condition(s), he is deemed to have waived his right to a new working time (re-flight). 
 
e- his model in flight or in the process of being launched collides with another competitor’s towline, 
 
f- the competitor’s towline is hit by another model in flight or in the process of being launched, 
 
g- the attempt has not been judged by the official time-keepers. The competitor has the right to request are-flight, 

 
5.2. The new re-flight  is to be granted to the competitor according to the following order of priorities: 
 
5.3.Competitor is entitled to demand re-flight if the model comes into contact with another competitor, helper or judge within his 

designated 15 m landing circle or the flight of the model is disturbed due to persons in this area.4 
 Penalty points will not be applied if the model comes in contact with a person outside the safety zones. 
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a- Added to a following incomplete group. 
 
b- if this is not achievable, then a new group of several (minimum 4) re-flyers is formed.  
 
c- The new group of re-flyers will be completed by other competitors selected by random draw to the number of 4.  
 
d- if this is also not achievable, then with his original group at the end of the ongoing 
 round. 
 
f- The better of the two results of the original flight and the re-flight of the other competitors included in the re-flight group in 

accordance with articles (b) or (c) will be the official score. 
 

 

6- DEFINITION   AND   SPECIFICATIONS   OF   THE   BUNGEE  : 
 

a- The bungees will be supplied and installed by the competitors.Onlythe braided elastic chordwill be used as catapult line. 
 
b- The maximum length of the braided elastic chord is 30 (thirty) meters and for the towline (polyamide monofilament) is 80 (eighty) 

meters. Lengths below these limits are allowed.The diameter of the elastic part of the bungeecan not be more than 8 (eight) 
millimeters. 

c- The catapult system shall be equipped with a flag or parachute of at least 5 dm2. 
 

d- The fittings and fasteners (Knots, rings, snap hook carabiners etc.) are considered within the total 110 m length. 
 
e- Catapults not complying with the above mentioned specifications cannot be used. The organization will measure and label bungee 

and towline before the competition by laying a total of 110 meters of strips, 30 meters for braided tire rubber and 80 meters (for 
line).If found necessary, this procedure may be repeated any time during the competition. 

 
 

7- DEFINITION   OF   LAUNCHING: 
 

a- Models should always be launched from the launching line marked against the wind. 
 
b- Releasing of the model by the bungee must always be performed manually. No assisting equipment is allowed. 
 
c- Immediately after release of the model aircraft from the launching cable, without delay the helpers must prevent the towline 

falling on other towlines in order to avoid crosscutting with other lines which are still in a state of towing or will be used for towing 
to keep the next towing area tidy. 

 
d- Any model aircraft launched prior to the start of a group's working time must be landed as soon as possible and re-launched within 

the working time. Judges will not time any flight made prior to the working time and failure to comply will result in cancellation of 
the competitor's score for that round. 

 
e- Safety corridor will be marked at least 8 (eight) meters wide. Competitors will use this corridor entering and exiting the flight area. 

Competitors will release their models from the “maximum stretch line” (standing on the side of the exit line) as stated on Figure 1. 
If the model is released from outside the defined limits, judges will not time the flight and failure to comply will result in 
cancellation of the competitor's score for that round. 
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8- DEFINITION   OFLANDING  : 



 
a- Before the contest commences, organisers must allocate a landing circle to each competitor. It is the competitor's responsibility to 

ensure that he always uses the correct circle for landing. 

 
b- Only pilot and helper (caller) can enter the landing circle during the landing. Other helpers and judge have to observe the flight 

from within the safety corridor until the flight is completed. 
 

c- After landing, competitors may retrieve their model aircraft before the end of their working time providing they do not impede 
other competitors or model aircraft in their group. 
 

d- It does not prevent you from getting this landing score if you drop a piece during the landing (after contact with places) 
 

 

 
9-CANCELLATION  OF  FLIGHT,  DISQUALIFICATION   AND  OTHER   PENALTIES : 
 

a- In case of the deliberate infringement of the rules and  behaviouragainst sportsmanship, the competitor may be disqualified by the 
decision of the jury. 

 
b- If any part of the model leaves during the launch or during the flight, the flight in progress is considered invalid. 
 
c- During the landing, the flight is deemed to be invalid if the model is not located within the bounds of the designated flying area for 

the competitor. 
 
d- In the case of the model coming into contact with the competitor or his/her helper during flight or landing, no landing points will be 

granted. Only flight points will be granted (This rule also applies if the team members touch the model before judge officially 
declares the landing points). 
 

 
e- The helper of the competitor has to attach the bungee to the parachute attachment pole. If the parachute is not appropriately 

attached, the competitor is punished with 50 points by the decision of the warning of the timing judge or the chief judge. A 
competitor can only be punished such twice. If this is repeated three or more times, the competitor is punished with 250 points for 
each infringement. 

 
f- All penalty points are deducted from the competitor’s total score (if 6 rounds have been flown, deduction is made after dismissing 

the lowest round score). 
 
g- Flights started with bungee system not in accordance with article six (6) are void.    Flights made with models not in accordance 

with article 2 are void 
. 
h- Flights made with models not in accordance with article 2  are void. 
 
i- The flight of a pilot made by a model previously used for a flight attempt at least once by another competitor is rendered void. (See 

page: 1-F) 
 
j- Flight is rendered void if the control of the competitor is touched by his helper. 
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k- The flight is void and awarded 0 points if the competitor’s model is still flying after the 9 minute duration of the round working 
time. In such a case, competitor should land his/her model, as soon as possible, safely. 

 
l- The use of electronic communication equipment by the competitor, team manager and helpers is prohibited within the flight area. 

In case of infringement, judges give 50 points penalty to the competitor in question. 
 
Verbal communication (without disturbing the other competitors) is the main objective. In exceptional cases (safety, health etc.) 
communication equipment may be used within the approval of the judges. 
 
 
 

10- SCORING : 
 

10.1. 
a- Flight time: Target time is 6 minutes for the classification rounds and 9 minutes for fly-off.  

Working time: Working time is 9 minutes for the classification rounds and 12 minutes for the fly-off. Attempts should be made 
within these time windows.  

 
Preparation time: Preparation time is 3 minutes. Duration given for laying out of the bungee, gathering of the bungee and start 
preparation. This duration is added to theworking time.        
      
Important warning: Working time ends when the last long signal or coma sound is heard at the end of the last ten second countdown. 
Models landing during the performance of the long signal or coma are also rendered to make over time. This will result in cancellation of 
the competitor's flight and landing score for that round. 

 
b- Flight time starts when the model is released fromthebungee. 

 
c- Ends when model first touches the ground, or 

 
d- When model touches any object which is in contact with the ground. 

 
e- Models still flying after the end of the flight time cannot receive any landing points. Models overflying the end of the group's 

working time cannot receiveflight and landing points (Over Time).  
 

f- Flight points are determined by awarding 1.00 points for each complete second of the flight time  and adding the remainder in 
decimals (centiseconds). 

ie If a competitor has flown for 5 minutes 43 seconds 56 centiseconds: 
Flight points: 5x60 + 43 + 0,56 = 343,56 

 

10.2. 
a-  Landing points will be awarded according to the distance of the model to the landing point marked by the Organizer according to 

the following table: 
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b- To calculate for these points the distance is measured from the nose of the model in standstill to the landing point assigned to the 

competitor by the Organizers. 

              

c- If the model can not get into the flight area, it can not take flight or landing landing points. 
 

d- If the model makes a landing after 6 minutes, can not get landing score. 
 

e- If the model makes a landing after 9 minutes, can not get both flight and landing points. 
 

f- The raw score of each competitor is the total of the duration of the flight and the landing score. 
 

g- Calculation of raw score for example for 5,43,56 flights time  and 95 landing points: 
5x60 + 43 + 0,56 = 343,56 &   343,56 + 95 = 438,56 points 
 

 The actual score of the competitor is calculated by the formula in item 1-c. 

   
 

11–SAFETY RULES  : 
 

a- Safety is the first concern of the competition. Before the start of the competition safety zones/areas/corridors and restricted air 
spaces (no-fly zones) are declared to the contestants by the Contest Director. Areas outside the safety corridor (spectator areas, 
judges tent, parking areas) will be separately declared. 

 

 Safety infringement   penalties will apply to the following conditions: 

b- If a model flying over safety areas comes into contact with a non-living object (car, tent, counter, speaker, ground) 250 points will 
be deducted from the general classification score of the competitor. 

c-  
d- If a model flying over safety areas comes into contact with a person 500 points wil be deducted from the general classification 

score of the competitor.  
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Distance to point 
(m) 

Landing 
point 

1  100  
2  95  
3  90  
4  85  
5  80  
6  75  
7  70  
8  65  
9  60  

10  55  
11  50  
12  45  
13  40  
14  35  
15  30  

>15 m  0  



 
Important notice: Competitor or his/her helpers cannot touch the flying model within the safety corridor. The penalty applies 
even if the model is caught for a re-fly. Safety corridor should be used for parking the non-flying models and entry and exit to the 
flying area. Competitor’s or his/her team mate’s models cannot be positioned anywhere else other than the Safety Corridor 
within the flying field.   

 

e- Only one penalty point can be applied for each flight attempt. If contact with non-living object and a person occurs in the same 
flight attempt500 penalty points will be deduced from total points of the competitor. 
 

f- Judge will record the penalty points on the score card with the justification. 
 

g- If necessary, the organization committee can render a certain air space safety airspace (no-fly zone). Pilots violating this zone will 

be warned by the judges. If the competitor insists in flying in this zone, he/she will be punished with 250 penalty points. 
 

h- Timing (chronometer) stops in conditions explained in (11.a)  and (11.b). In case of contact the competitor, even if he/she lands 
the model within the landing zone, cannot receive any landing points. Landing points can only be awarded in case of contact with 
non-living objects (11.c).  
 

i- Rule 11.b  can only be infringed a maximum of two times during the competition. Competitor will be disqualified in the case of the 
third infringement. 

 

 

12-RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 
12.1 Organization Requirements : 

a- The organizers will ensure to each competitor that the start and end times of the group’s working time are clearly communicated. 
 

b- Audible signals include car horn, buzzer or speaker setup. . It should not be forgotten that your voice will not go too far in the wind; 
for this reason, the position of the audio source must be carefully selected. 
 

12.2 Timekeeper tasks: 
a- The organizers must ensure that the chronometer (duration) is fully aware of the importance of the tasks of the persons who will 

serve as the judge and that they know the rules of those persons, in particular the rules that require quick and precise action in 
order to avoid jeopardizing a competitor's luck in the race. 
 

b- If there is a frequency overlap situation, the head judge must evaluate the transmitter or antenna collection options and notify the 
competitor. If the transmitters are to collect antennas, the table referees will be responsible for submitting the transmitters to the 
competitor before the start of the study period and collecting the transmitters again from the competitors at the end of the flight. 
 

12.3 Matrix : 
a- A matrix should be used to minimize the likelihood of any contestant to compete against another contestant more than once, 

except for fly-off tours. It is accepted that it is practically unavoidable for a competitor to compete more than once against a 
competitor when there are a certain number of competitors or when more than three rounds are being flown. This needs to be 
kept to a minimum. 
 

b- The selection of the method of awarding a competition number to each competitor has been left to the organizers. 
 

c- Once the competition starts, the matrix table and competition numbers must not be changed. 
 

d- In order to minimize the time required to perform the contest, the matrix shall be selected to determine the minimum number of 
groups for each round so as to ensure that each group contains the maximum number of competitors possible, and the number of 
frequency groups shall be determined accordingly. 
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12-4 Frequency Groups : 
a- The organizers will select a matrix based on the number of competitors participating in the competition and the frequencies to be 

used, and the competitors will 
to the groups; at this stage redundant (dummy) locations can be included in a frequency group. Each frequency group can consist 
of a number of different frequencies, but one frequency can only be found once in a frequency group. These frequency groups are 
represented by "A" in the following matrix tables, B", "C", and so on. . At this stage, some competitors may have to change the 
radio frequencies in order to balance the numbers within each group. 
 

b- Then the organizers can give each competitor a unique competition number for the 1st round of the competition, the contestant 
must keep this number until the end of the competition (on rounds 2 and 3). For example, in a competition involving 36 
competitors, a competitor may be included in the B frequency band using matrix B, in  
 

c- which case the competition number to be awarded to this competitor will be 8. Then, this competitor, in the 2nd group in the 1st 
round, in the 2nd round    Fly in group 1 and group 3 on round 3. 
 

12.5 Matrix : 
Matrix (a); (1-25) with the competitor numbers and 5 frequency groups. 
(A, B, C, D, E) equally divided into 25 contestants. Each tour consists of 5 flight groups (1, 2, 3, 4,5). 
 

12.6 Points to note when making a landing point measurement; 
a- The nail of  landing strip can come out of place during the pulling of the landing strip. The timekeeper are aware of this and should 

ask for help from the competitors not to leave the landing strip when necessary. The competitor may press the nail with the 
request or his own initiative to ensure that the nail remains in place during the measurement. When doing this, it is essential that 
you do not touch the model. 

 
c- If the model is likely to move after landing in extreme windy weather, and it is not possible to take measurements while the 

model is being pushed, then the pilot or his assistant can help with holding the model or holding the landing strip. The referee 
allows this and 9.f rules are not applied. If the model moves in the presence of the referee and there is doubt that the landing 
score has changed, the final landing score is at the discretion of the court. 

 
Or; a pencil is pointed at the nose of the model, landing is measured with reference to the pen. At this time, the model can be 
safeguarded.  

 
12.7 Those who are younger than 18 years of age shall be deemed Junior. They compete in the general classification and the youth 

class. For example, the contestant born after 01.01.1997 for the 2015 season is a Junior contestant. 
 
 This rule booklet consists of 12 main articles and sub-items under the heading ”Purpose”. 
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